
Mary Magdalene, Song of Solomon 3.1-4a;  
2 Cor 5.14-21; Ps 63; John 20.1-18 

IMHO, John the gospel-writer is a genius! Today’s gospel reading is an absolute 
ripper: so dense, so poetical, and so theological. But fear not; we need focus only on 
three characters. 

 
Medieval paintings in St. Cyriakus (Niedermendig) 

Wandmalerei um 1300, Jesus als Gärtner und Maria Magdalena (Noli me tangere) 

We’ll let Mary of Magdala be the first character; it is, after all, her day. Mary has 
been the subject of countless songs, sonnets, paintings and sculptures. All too often 
she is reduced to a caricature, the kind of uni- dimensional scarlet woman that gets 
feminists fuming. But Mary is so much more. She is a herald; she is a messenger. She 
tells what she has seen and what she has heard. Mary is a doorperson of sorts: 
having had the door opened to her, Mary opens doors for others. And Mary is a 
signpost, marking the beginning of a journey: the type of personal journey that you 
may already know something about; the corporate journey of the church; and the 
world’s journey, which has been coloured differently ever since the Easter events in 
first century Palestine. 



Of today’s reading, Tom Wright says: ‘Something has happened in the renewal of 
creation through the death and resurrection of Jesus which has the result, as one of 
its multiple spin-offs, that whereas Jesus only ever sent out men, now – now of all 
moments! – he sends out a woman. And thought the church has often struggled – to 
put it mildly – with the idea of women being called to genuine apostolic ministry, the 
record is clear and unambiguous.” 1 Mary is not – Da Vinci Code fans – Jesus’ 
girlfriend; she is his chosen first apostle. This is utterly new; it is utterly world-
changing. 

Our second character is the one who is both source and object of desire: Jesus, now 
the risen Christ. In the encounter between Mary and Jesus, John paints the 
complete reversal of all he has been hinting at from the beginning of his book. “In 
the beginning”, are John’s opening words. They catapult us back to the beginning 
of the universe: the big bang, the burning stars; the primordial ooze, the hovering 
spirit; the garden, the man, the woman, the alienation, our slamming down of a 
stony wall between ourselves and God, the amnesia and confusion that followed, as 
we found ourselves out of place, and out of touch with even our own identities; lost 
and no longer even knowing who we were, and what we were for. 

And now John gives us another beginning; Mary comes to the tomb – this sepulchre 
of dashed hopes and dreams – on the first day of the new week. And on this first day 
she finds the stone has been removed. John may as well stage-whisper, “There is no 
longer anything between us.” She finds that there are no longer angels guarding the 
gates of Eden, but angels who enquire, “Why are you weeping?” On this first day of 
this new week, she finds herself in the garden with the gardener, and as the fog 
clears, Mary sees he is not just a gardener; and she hears her name. The new 
creation has begun. 

The true gardener, the real Adam, has come; to find what is lost, and make good 
what has come undone. She cannot hold onto him, but she can never lose him. He 
ascends, not to leave her, but so that he can be over all, in all, through all, for all; 
made known to us in the Spirit, he is unconfined, and we can see him clearly for who 
he is, even as we are seen, and known, and wanted. “I have seen the Lord”, says 
Mary to the disciples; what John wants us to hear is, “I have seen the king of the 
universe, and the lover of my soul.”2 

In the cathedral of Ely, in Cambridgeshire, stands a remarkable sculpture; Mary 
caught in the moment of encounter and recognition, with the gardener. It is 
dramatic: the encounter is all; after it, the world is a different place, identity is 
restored, Mary is remade. And so – perhaps you have guessed it already - the third 
character is us. 
 
The One who calls Mary to witness to the reality of his resurrection, can also call to 

                                                
1 A sermon delivered at the Eucharist Durham Cathedral on Easter Morning 2006, by the then Bishop of Durham, N.T. 
Wright 
2 Ibid 



us. I am sure that he is calling people in this very room. Has the One who called to 
Mary also called to you? Perhaps in a whisper, perhaps in a dream, perhaps in a 
hunch, or a sunset, or a much-needed hug or a pat on the back, or even in the 
satisfying feeling of doing something profound or lovely that you know you are 
gifted to do, and doing it with your whole heart. Or perhaps your call, like Mary’s, 
has come in moments of disorientation and disappointment. 
Do you ever hear him calling? If you do, when you come up to receive the Eucharist, 
make that a “moment of openness, openness to the life of the risen Christ, openness 
to the purpose of God wherever it takes you; because God calls surprising people 
and ... gets them to do extraordinary things.” 3 

We have found our beloved, and we are in the new creation, being made new as we 
walk, together, in the company of the author of creation. So let us walk – or run - 
and tell our friends: he is alive, and he knows my name, and yours. Let us go 
confidently, you and I, and write our love songs to the world. 

Amen. 
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